This paper contributes to the theoretical and numerical analysis of discrete time dynamic principal-agent problems with continuous choice sets. We first provide a new and simplified proof for the recursive reformulation of the sequential dynamic principal-agent relationship. Next we prove the existence of a unique solution for the principal's value function, which solves the dynamic programming problem in the recursive formulation, by showing that the Bellman operator is a contraction mapping. Therefore, the theorem also provides a convergence result for the value function iteration. To compute a solution for the problem we have to solve a collection of static principal-agent problems at each iteration. Under the assumption that the agent's expected utility is a rational function of his action, we can transform the bi-level optimization problem into a standard nonlinear program (NLP). We can then solve these nonlinear problems with a standard NLP solver. The final results of our solution method are numerical approximations of the policy and value functions for the dynamic principal-agent model. We illustrate our solution method by solving variations of two prominent social planning models from the economics literature.
Introduction
This paper contributes to the theoretical and numerical analysis of discrete time dynamic principal-agent problems with continuous choice sets. We first provide a new and simplified proof for the recursive reformulation of the sequential principal-agent relationship, which was first derived by Spear and Srivastava (1987) . This recursive reformulation requires a one-dimensional state variable, the continuation utility for the agent. By providing a revised proof, we show that we can eliminate a redundant constraint in their description of the problem. Next we prove the existence of a unique solution for the principal's value function, which solves the dynamic programming problem in the recursive formulation, by providing a contraction mapping theorem. We then show how to solve this dynamic programming problem via standard value function iteration. Within each iteration, this dynamic programming approach requires us to solve a collection of static principal-agent problems, each of which is a difficult bi-level optimization problem. Under the assumption that the agent's expected utility is a rational function of his action, we can avoid the classical first-order approach and instead transform the bi-level optimization problem into a standard nonlinear program (NLP) using the polynomial approach of Renner and Schmedders (2015) . We can solve these nonlinear problems with a standard NLP solver. The final results of our solution method are numerical approximations of the policy and value functions for the dynamic principal-agent model. We illustrate our solution method by solving two prominent models from the economics literature.
In a repeated principal-agent relationship, the history of the interaction between the principal and the agent generally affects the optimal contract. That is, the optimal contract in any period depends on the entire history of the relationship; see Lambert (1983) and Rogerson (1985) . Clearly, for infinite-horizon principal-agent problems, this history dependence seemingly renders a sequential description of the optimal contract over time impossible. The fundamental insight of Spear and Srivastava (1987) is that the infinite-horizon problem is equivalent to a static variational problem. Specifically, they show, for a model without hidden state variables, that the sequential problem allows for a recursive reformulation with a onedimensional state variable, the agent's continuation utility. In their description they require three constraints, one of which involves the optimal policy for the continuation payoff. This makes a computational treatment using this formula difficult, if not impossible. We provide a revised formulation, which now requires solving a dynamic programming (DP) recursion with two constraints. The first constraint is the incentive-compatibility condition for the agent; the second constraint requires the agent to receive an expected discounted utility equal to the promised continuation utility.
The revised DP reformulation is still a rather daunting problem. It is a so-called bi-level optimization problem, since one of the constraints, the incentive-compatibility condition, is itself an optimization problem. Spear and Srivastava (1987) assume (but do not prove) that under some strong simplifying assumptions the first-order approach (FOA) for static principalagent problems also applies to their DP problem. Therefore, they can replace the agent's utility maximization problem by a first-order condition. As a result, the DP problem is no longer a bi-level optimization problem and instead becomes a "normal" NLP. The first-order conditions for this NLP enable Spear and Srivastava (1987) to derive some characteristics of the optimal contract.
The FOA requires very restrictive assumptions on the probability distribution of outcomes, which fail to hold in many economic applications even for static problems. To the best of our knowledge, the conjecture of Spear and Srivastava (1987) that their assumptions are sufficient for an application of the FOA to dynamic models has not been proven. A more widely applicable solution approach for dynamic principal-agent problems is obviously desirable.
In this paper, we present a new solution method for the analysis of infinitely repeated moral hazard principal-agent problems. The new approach only requires the agent's expected utility to be a rational function of the action. This assumption enables us to extend the polynomial approach of Renner and Schmedders (2015) for static principal-agent models to dynamic models. Simply put, we can numerically solve the DP problem by combining the standard dynamic programming technique of value function iteration, see Judd (1998, Chapter 12) , with the polynomial solution method of Renner and Schmedders (2015) for static principal-agent models. The polynomial method allows us, similarly to the first-order approach, to transform the principal's DP problem from a bi-level optimization problem into a standard constrained DP problem. And so a standard DP method, such as value function iteration, suffices to solve the infinite-horizon principal-agent problem. If the agent's expected utility function is not a rational function, we can still apply this new approach after first approximating the expected utility by a polynomial. We demonstrate the applicability of our new method by solving two prominent dynamic principal-agent problems from the economics literature. First, we analyze a continuous action version of the social planning problem in Phelan and Townsend (1991) . In this problem, the agent's utility function is not rational in the effort; however, we can easily approximate it by a low-degree polynomial. The qualitative properties of the resulting value function are similar to those of the surplus function in Phelan and Townsend (1991) for the original model with discrete actions. Second, we study the unemployment insurance design problem of Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) . We show that the optimal policy-that is, the level of unemployment benefits, is decreasing over time. We also consider a version of this model in which the principal has to provide a minimum payoff to the agent in every period.
We find that in this situation the optimal policy may feature a region in which the policy is constant over time.
In this paper we restrict our attention to infinite-horizon principal-agent relationships in which the principal can completely control the agent's consumption. The agent does not have (unobservable) access to a credit market for saving or borrowing and also does not possess a storage technology. We impose this greatly simplifying assumption for two reasons. First, there are very influential economic applications, such as those of Phelan and Townsend (1991) and Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) , which satisfy this assumption. Second, repeated moral hazard problems with hidden states pose significant computational difficulties that extend far beyond the scope of the current paper. And while several computational methods for such general problems have been suggested in the economics literature, all of them exhibit serious limitations of one kind or another. Werning (2001) proposes a first-order approach for repeated moral hazard problems with an unmonitored wealth of the agent. However, Kocherlakota (2004) argues that there are no known sufficient conditions that ensure the validity of the FOA for problems with hidden savings. In fact, for an enhanced version of the Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) unemployment insurance model with hidden savings and linear disutility of search effort, he can show analytically that the FOA must fail. Doepke and Townsend (2006) present a recursive solution method for dynamic principal-agent environments with hidden states. However, they cannot allow for continuous choice sets and instead must restrict them to being finite. Abraham and Pavoni (2008) present a first-order approach for a model with continuous savings decisions. While they cannot guarantee that the approach finds a correct solution, they can verify ex post whether the obtained solution is in fact incentive compatible. In sum, to the best of our knowledge, no reliable solution method for infinitely repeated principal-agent relationships with continuous choice sets and hidden states exists.
The development of such a method is a task for the future but beyond the scope of the present paper. Nevertheless we believe that the present paper is a significant step toward a future development of theoretical and numerical methods for such models with hidden states.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the dynamic principal-agent model, derive a recursive reformulation, and introduce the solution method for the recursive problem. Along the way we point out some incorrect statements in Spear and Srivastava (1987) . In Section 3 we solve a continuous action version of the social planning problem in Phelan and Townsend (1991) . Section 4 presents a solution to the design problem of an unemployment insurance system presented in Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) . Section 5 concludes. The Appendix provides additional proofs and results.
The Model
In this section, we describe the dynamic principal-agent model in the spirit of Spear and Srivastava (1987) .
The Dynamic principal-agent Problem
We consider an infinitely repeated principal-agent relationship in discrete time. Time is indexed by t = 1, 2, . . . . In each period t, the agent chooses an action ("effort level") a t from a set A. The principal cannot monitor the agent's actions but only the resulting output. After the agent chooses his action the output y t received by the principal at time t is an element of the sample space Y , a probability space. In many cases Y is chosen to be a discrete subset of the reals. Let f (·|a) be a parameterized time-invariant probability measure on the set of outputs Y . In each period t, the principal pays the agent a compensation (e.g., "wage") c t ∈ C with C being the set of possible compensations. The timing within a period is as follows: first the agent chooses his action a, then the output is drawn from Y , and finally the agent receives compensation c from the principal. The principal has a Bernoulli utility function over her income, v : R → R. For example, if the principal receives the output y t and pays the compensation c t , then she receives utility v(y t − c t ) in period t. The agent has a Bernoulli utility function over actions and compensations given by u : A × C → R. Both the principal and the agent discount the future. For the analysis in this paper, we impose the following assumptions: Assumption 1.
1. The set A of actions is a non-empty, compact subset of a finite-dimensional Euclidean
2. The set Y of outputs is a finite set of cardinality N . 5. For all a ∈ A, y∈Y f (y|a) = 1.
6. The Bernoulli utility functions v : R → R and u : A × C → R are continuous.
1 We can extend our analysis to infinite output sets. However, doing so adds the additional complication of having to deal with integrability conditions for the involved functions. For simplicity we, therefore, assume the presence of only finitely many output values.
7. The principal and the agent have a common discount factor β ∈ (0, 1).
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In repeated principal-agent relationships, the endogenous optimal choices of the principal and the agent at time t depend on the entire previous history of their relationship. This history dependence has been known (at least) since the work of Lambert (1983) and Rogerson (1985) . Spear and Srivastava (1987) show that if we restrict ourselves to pure strategies for the two agents, then the history of output before time t is sufficient to describe the optimal choices at time t. For this reason, we define the output history at time t to be the (t − 1)-tuple (an "ordered list") h t = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y t−1 ) for t ≥ 2 and h 1 = (). We define the set of possible histories at time t by
In period t the agent chooses his action before the output in that period is realized. Therefore, his strategy is a function on the domain H t , so a t : H t → A. The principal's compensation strategy is a function of both the history up to period t and the output in that period, so her strategy is a function
We denote the principal's and the agent's infinite horizon strategies by the sequences of strategy functions c = (c 1 , c 2 , . . .) and a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . .), respectively.
For each period t and history h t ∈ H t , the strategy function a t of the agent leads to (marginal) probability distributions on the set H t of histories,
and by recursion for τ ≥ 1,
Prior to period 1, the agent has the reservation utilityw. We assume that both the agent and the principal have to commit to a strategy before period 1. This assumption implies that only the overall discounted expected utility for the agent has to be at leastw. Otherwise we would have to add a constraint at each time t requiring that the agent has to receive utility of at leastw. We describe and solve this extension of the standard problem in Section 2.4 below.
We are now in the position to define the dynamic principal-agent problem. The principal faces the following infinite horizon utility maximization problem:
subject to the constraints for anyt ∈ N and any history ht ∈ Ht that (a t ) t≥t ∈ arg max
andw
where Y t is a random variable with values in Y and
An optimal compensation contract for the dynamic principal-agent problem is a sequence of compensation functions c * together with a sequence of action functions a * such that (c * , a * )
is an optimal solution to the optimization problem (1,2,3). At the optimal solution (c * , a * ), the principal maximizes her lifetime utility in period 1 under the condition that the agent's incentive compatibility constraint holds for all possible histories ht ∈ Ht in each periodt = 1, 2, . . . and the agent's expected utility at the beginning of period 1 is at leastw.
Observe that, in the language of game theory, solutions to the dynamic principal-agent problem are sequential equilibria for the supergame between the principal and the agent. This observation allows us to use the approach of Abreu, Pearce, and Stacchetti (1990) to derive a recursive formulation of the dynamic principal-agent problem.
A Recursive Formulation
The fundamental insight of Spear and Srivastava (1987, Section III) is that the infinite-horizon problem (1,2,3) is equivalent to a static variational problem. For completeness, we re-prove this result using the modern techniques of Abreu, Pearce, and Stacchetti (1990) , which allow for the reduction of a repeated game to a static framework.
We can easily establish a lower and an upper bound on the expected lifetime utility of the agent. Observe that the principal can offer the agent a deterministic contract. This observation leads to the lower and upper bound For the presentation of the recursive formulation it is helpful to explicitly define the random variable of possible outcomes in any given period. We denote this random variable with values in Y and probability distribution f (· | a) byȲ .
Theorem 1. Let a dynamic principal-agent problem with action set A, output set Y , compensation set C, and utility set W be given. Also let the reservation utility bew ∈ W . Suppose the functions
solve the following dynamic programming problem:
Also assume that the function V is upper semi-continuous. Then max w∈W,w≥w V (w) is the optimal value of problem (1,2,3).
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The statement of the theorem provides essentially the same solution as Spear and Srivastava (1987, Section III) . However, we omit the redundant constraints that appear in their description, which requires us to know the policy function U (w, y). We demonstrate below that this simplification allows us to reduce the problem to a DP that can be solved using standard value function iteration. The overall objective now is to prove that the recursive formulation (4) is equivalent to the sequential problem (1,2,3). In a first step, we show that any solution to the two constraints in the proposed recursive formulation describes a solution to the agent's sequential problem (2) in the original problem. The proofs follow the same pattern as those in Abreu, Pearce, and Stacchetti (1990) .
Consider any value w ∈ W . First, we want to prove the existence of well-defined functions c : W × Y → C and U : W × Y → W satisfying the following recursive relationship:
where the expectation is taken with respect to the probability distribution given by f (·|a 1 (w)).
The role of the function U is to summarize all future (discounted) utilities to the agent.
5
The function on the right-hand side is continuous in the agent's decision variable since the probability f (y|a) is continuous in a for all y ∈ Y . And so, the maximum exists and is attained.
4 Since we chose Y to be discrete, we do not need any further restrictions on the functions c or U . For an uncountably infinite state space however we would need to assume at least integrability.
5 If we assumed Y to be uncountably infinite, then we would have to show that the expectation exists, i.e., that U is indeed integrable over Y . However, for a finite sum such a proof is not necessary.
, and a : W → A be functions that solve the following problem, ∀w ∈ W :
Then for all w ∈ W , a(w) and U (w, y) determine an optimal solution for (2) with expected payoff w.
Proof. First we show that for any w ∈ W the functions c, a, and U exist. Note that since Y is finite, U and c can be identified, for fixed w, as vectors in R N . Furthermore, the Bernoulli utility u is continuous in a and c, and the probability f (y|a) is continuous in a; also, the sets A, C N , and W N are compact. So by Berge's theorem (Berge 1963) , and the mean value theorem, for any w ∈ W , there are c(w, y) ∈ C N , U (w, y) ∈ W N such that
Choose a(w) as one of the solutions to this problem.
For a fixed w we can now define the optimal strategy for problem (2) recursively.
By construction, for the chosen w, the expected value of the strategy (a t (h t )) t≥1 (at the beginning of period 1) is w. Also for h t = (h t−1 , y t−1 ) the following holds:
Lemma 2. Let a = (a t ) t≥1 be an optimal strategy for the agent's problem given function c = (c t ) t≥1 with payoff w. Then there is a function U (w, y) : Y → W and a value a(w) ∈ A such that
Proof. Define the following functions:
Due to the definition of W , clearly U (w, y) ∈ W for all y. By first using the tower property for conditional expectations and then the optimality of a we get the following:
Now we can show how to find a solution for the principal's optimization problem.
Proof of Theorem 1. Lemmas 1 and 2 show that the agent's problem is equivalent, in the sense of payoff equivalence, to the recursive agent's problem. By the same argument, we can construct the principal's policy as in Lemma 1. 6 In particular {V (w) | w ≥w, w ∈ W } is the set of achievable payoffs to the principal. The principal now can pick how high the initial payoff w to the agent is as long as it is greater or equal tow and also implementable-that is, w ∈ W . The maximal possible payoff is then max w∈W,w≥w V (w). This maximum is well defined since V is assumed to be upper semi-continuous and the set W is compact.
The following corollary now gives us a way of obtaining the value function for the original problem from the recursive one. The construction is an immediate consequence of the proof of Lemma 1.
Corollary 1. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. And let V, a, c, U be functions solving (4). Denote by w 0 one of the solutions of max w∈W,w≥w V (w). Let h t ∈ H t be the history at time t. Define
Then V t is the value function and (c t , a t ) is the optimal policy to (1,2,3) at time t.
Existence
We next examine the dynamic programming problem (4). For this purpose we first state two helpful mathematical results on upper semi-continuous bounded (real-valued) functions.
Appendix A provides the proofs.
Lemma 3. Let X be a compact metric space and F(X) the set of upper semi-continuous, bounded (real-valued) functions on X. Then F(X) equipped with the supremum norm is a complete metric space.
Theorem 2. Let X, Y be compact metric spaces and Γ(x) : X → 2 Y a closed, set-valued mapping. Further let F(X) be the set of upper semi-continuous bounded functions equipped with the supremum norm. Also let F : X × Y → R be an upper semi-continuous function.
Define the operator T on the domain F(X) by
{F (x, y) + βf (y)} .
Then T : F(X) → F(X) and this mapping has a unique fixed point.
We want to apply this theorem to the recursive formulation (4) of the dynamic principalagent problem. For this purpose we need the following lemma:
Lemma 4. The set-valued mapping Γ : W → 2 A×C×W defined by
is closed and uniformly compact.
Proof. Note that the sum of upper semi-continuous functions is again upper semi-continuous.
Since A is a fixed compact set, it follows, from Hogan (1973, Theorem 7) , that all functions involved in the constraints are continuous. Thus by Hogan (1973, Theorem 10 ) the set-valued mapping is closed. Since its values are all contained in the compact set A × C × W , it is trivially uniformly compact.
Finally we can state and prove an existence theorem for the dynamic principal-agent model. The interested reader may be wondering why we cannot simply apply Berge's Theorem of the Maximum; see Berge (1963) . The reason why we need the more involved Theorem 2 is that the constraint mapping in the recursive formulation (4) is only upper semi-continuous and may not be continuous; in general, the constraint mapping will not be continuous because the openness condition fails. Unfortunately, sufficient conditions for openness require many more assumptions; see Hogan (1973, Theorems 12, 13) .
Corollary 2. Let V * be the optimal value of the non-recursive problem (1,2,3), then there is a value function V : W → R as in Theorem 1 solving the recursive problem with V * = max w≥w V (w).
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1 and 3.
Corollary 2 not only characterizes the optimal value V * of the original dynamic principalagent problem, it also provides us with a theoretical foundation for a numerical solution approach. Theorem 1 states that if an upper semi-continuous value function V for the DP problem (4) exists, then V * = max w≥w V (w) is the optimal value for the original sequential dynamic principal-agent problem (1,2,3). Theorem 3 shows that the DP problem (4) possesses indeed a unique upper semi-continuous bounded value function. And not only that, the proof of this theorem via Theorem 2 implies that this unique value function is the fixed point of a contraction mapping. This contraction property of the Bellman operator suggests that we can apply value function iteration to numerically approximate the value function of the DP problem (4). We describe our numerical procedure in Section 2.6 below.
Lack of Commitment and Renegotiation
The description and solution of the dynamic principal-agent problem assume that neither the principal nor the agent can walk away from the contract once they have agreed upon it in the first period. We now consider two modifications of the original model. First, we weaken the assumption on the agent's commitment to a contract. Second, we consider a model in which the principal is permitted to renegotiate the contract.
No Contractual Commitment
Constraint (3) in the dynamic principal-agent problem imposes the condition that the contract must provide the agent with a particular reservation utilityw at time t = 1. There is no similar requirement in later time periods, and so the agent's continuation utility w-see the dynamic programming problem (4)-may fall below this initial reservation utilityw. Clearly, this model feature does not capture situations in which the agent continues to have an outside option, providing him with utilityw, after the first period.
We now present a modification of the standard model and permit the agent to walk away at any time during the contract. Therefore, the principal now must provide a reservation utility at each time t. Thus, the state space now has the reservation utilityw as its lower bound-that is, the state space becomesW = [w,w]. We say that the agent is not committed to the contract. 7 The new assumption results in the following variational problem, where 7 Seen as a game, both players are still committed to the strategies chosen at time 1. In that sense, the lower bound in every period is analogous to the reservation utility. The bound simply makes all those low-utility cases infeasible, in which the agent would walk away.
w ∈W ,
Observe that the only, but clearly important, difference between the modification (5) and the original DP problem (4) is the constraintÛ (Ȳ ) ∈W . As we depict in the analysis of the unemployment insurance problem of Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) 
Renegotiation
We consider a second simple yet important modification of the original model. Suppose in some period t the principal must deliver a utility promise w, but, in fact, there is a w 0 ∈ W with w 0 > w and V (w 0 ) > V (w). If the principal stays true to her past promise w, then she cannot just give the agent more utility w 0 . In essence, this condition means that if she previously threatened the agent with a lower utility then she has to carry out that threat now.
We now weaken this assumption to obtain a different recursive formulation. Suppose that the agent acts as if the threats of the principal always remain credible, but that the principal now has the option to renegotiate the contract at time point t. So, in this situation, she offers the agent w 0 > w, and the agent accepts the new offer since it improves upon the original utility promise w. This modification of the model results in the following recursive problem,
Notice that the first constraint of the original DP problem (4) has been relaxed to an inequality; see the first constraint of the modified problem (6). Unlike in the standard model, the principal will offer the agent a higher utility if this increases her own payoff V (w).
This change simplifies the problem immensely and results in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. The solution V : W → R of (6) is decreasing and therefore quasi-concave.
Proof. Let F w denote the feasible set of the optimization problem (6) in state w. For any two w 1 , w 2 ∈ W with w 1 > w 2 , the feasible regions satisfy
2.5 Additional Properties of the Value Function? Spear and Srivastava (1987) state that the value function V is both decreasing and concave.
Neither of these claims is correct. In addition, their paper is rather imprecise in its definitions of the feasible sets. In the following we explain the underlying technical issues in more detail. Spear and Srivastava (1987, p. 604) provide the following argument that the value function is decreasing: "We note that V (w) is the Pareto frontier for this problem, and must be nonincreasing. This follows because otherwise, the principal could simply offer the agent more and be better off." However, their mathematical formulation of the recursive dynamic problem requires that "[. . .] w is the expected utility of the agent"; see condition (i) on page 603 in Spear and Srivastava (1987) . But their Pareto argument requires that w is only a lower bound on the agent's expected utility. Therefore, the Pareto argument only applies to the model with renegotiation but is incorrect for their model. We observe below that the value function in the social planning problem in Section 3 is not decreasing on the entire domain. Intuitively, it is costly to the principal to enforce a low continuation volatility on the agent. When she does just that, the agent's effort is so low that the principal is worse off compared to a slightly higher utility promise. Spear and Srivastava (1987) claim and prove that the function V is concave in the state variable w. But the concavity proof in Spear and Srivastava (1987, pp. 604-5) as stated in the paper is insufficient. The authors attempt to prove concavity by deriving a contradiction.
They assume that there is an interval such that the function V is convex over that interval.
From this assumption they derive a contradiction and thus conclude that no such interval can exist. But that argument does not prove the concavity of the value function. The continuous, decreasing, and piecewise strictly concave function f defined as
x > 0 is a counterexample to this argument. The function f is decreasing and quasi-concave; it is strictly concave for x ≤ 0 and for x ≥ 0. But the function f is not concave.
We conjecture that the concavity statement of Spear and Srivastava (1987) is incorrect in general, even though we could not find an actual value function as a simple counterexample in the context of a dynamic principal-agent model satisfying the assumptions in the paper.
In fact, we observed that during the value function iterations some iterates themselves were non-concave, even when starting from a concave guess. Of course, this observation does not conclusively disprove their claim but in combination with the false proof this example casts considerable doubt on the concavity result in Spear and Srivastava (1987) . Spear and Srivastava (1987, p. 602 ) state that a model in which the agent could quit would require an additional lower-bound constraint. Similarly, they argue that a model in which the principal could terminate the contract at any time, would also require an additional constraint. They then conclude, "Since these additional constraints complicate the analysis tremendously, we focus on the case with commitment." Contrary to their conclusions, we have shown in Section 2.4 that both model features can be easily added to the model. In fact, Theorem 4 shows that the model with renegotiation allows the derivation of additional theoretical properties of the value function; and our computational analysis of the unemployment insurance problem of Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) in Section 4 shows that relaxing the commitment of the agent may greatly simplify the analysis because that assumption may considerably reduce the feasible region of the resulting nonlinear optimization problem.
The confusion in Spear and Srivastava (1987) regarding the difficulty of some natural modifications of their model may possibly stem from their rather imprecise definitions of some sets that are important for a precise problem formulation. While Spear and Srivastava (1987, p. 604 ) provides a general description of how to obtain a lower and an upper bound on the value set W , the paper does not explicitly account for the set W in the general problem formulation on pp. 603-4 and in the reformulation using the first-order approach on p. 606.
Assumption (A.3) in Spear and Srivastava (1987, Section IV) imposes a zero lower bound on the agent's compensation. This assumption implies that the set W has a closed lower bound. Moreover, while Spear and Srivastava (1987, p. 602 ) assume that the action set A is compact, the reformulation does not allow for boundary solutions and in fact assumes an interior solution. However, as we demonstrate in our analysis of the unemployment insurance problem of Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) in Section 4, the optimal effort at the lowest element of W may actually be a boundary element of A. As a result, the first-order conditions in Spear and Srivastava (1987, p. 606) cannot hold on the entire domain.
Computation
The dynamic programming problem (4) may appear rather daunting at first. However, we can numerically solve the problem by combining the standard dynamic programming technique of value function iteration-see, for example, Judd (1998, Chapter 12)-with the polynomial solution method of Renner and Schmedders (2015) for static principal-agent models.
We use a continuous approximation scheme for the value function V : W → R, even though Theorem 3 only states that V is semi-continuous. In our economic applications, the value function always turned out to be continuous. And, if a value function were truly discontinuous, then we would likely detect that property in the numerical approach via sizable numerical errors. Obviously, at that point we would need a different approximation scheme.
Let {w 1 , . . . , w M } be a set of interpolation nodes, for example Chebyshev zeros, in the state space W . Suppose after iteration k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., function values {v 
Note that, as always in standard DP value function iteration, we do not need to approximate any function other than the value function. So, after we solve the M problems above, we only have to determine the next approximation V k+1 (w) for the value function using the just computed values {v As a result, we obtain a standard optimization problem with the same objective function,
|â , as before. The final nonlinear optimization problem we solve with the large-scale NLP solver IPOPT; see Wächter and Biegler (2006) .
A Social Planning Problem
We consider a continuous action version of the social planning problem from Phelan and Townsend (1991) . There are two states, Y = {1, 2}. The agent's action set is A = [0, 0.6]. We approximate the probability function f , which in Phelan and Townsend (1991, Section III) is simply given by a table for their four possible action values, by the following pair of functions: 0.9 1 + 3a , 0.1 + 3a 1 + 3a .
The compensation set is C = [0, 2.25]. In the language of Phelan and Townsend (1991) , the social contract provides the agent with some consumption amount c ∈ C. The principal's and the agent's utility functions v and u, respectively, are defined as follows:
Phelan and Townsend (1991) The agent's utility function and the consumption bounds lead to the set of utilities:
Clearly the agent's utility function is not polynomial in his action a. Therefore, we approximate this function with a degree 2 Chebyshev polynomial,
We approximate the agent's value function U by a degree-39 polynomial and so use 40 Cheby- Table 1 provides detailed results for β = 0.8. The value function for our modification shows the same properties as the surplus function reported in Phelan and Townsend (1991, Section IV) . It is increasing for small values of w, decreasing after a global maximum, and concave.
Also, the behavior of the optimal action is similar. It rises for small values of w and after a global maximum it decreases monotonically. Figure 2 : Plot of the value function V for β = 0.8 (left) and β = 0.95 (right). 
Optimal Unemployment Insurance
In this section we examine the design problem of an unemployment insurance system presented in Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) . 8 The textbook of Ljungqvist and Sargent (2000, pp. 427-434 ) describes a slightly modified version of this problem and provides some helpful economic interpretation. We briefly introduce the recursive formulation of the economic model and refer to Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) for the initial sequential formulation and other details.
Recursive Formulation
At time zero, a risk-neutral principal offers a contract to a risk-averse agent who is unemployed.
The contract offers the agent an expected discounted utility, w. For the agent to obtain w, the contract specifies current consumption c and current (job search) effort a as well as promised continuation values w e and w u for the agent in the subsequent period depending on whether he is employed or unemployed, respectively. The four characteristics c, a, w e , and w u of the contract must satisfy the following condition:
where u denotes the agent's Bernoulli utility of consumption, β his discount factor, and p the probability of the agent finding a job as a function of his search effort, a. The effort level a specified in the contract must be incentive compatible, so
The conditions implicitly assume that the agent has no other source of income and cannot borrow or save. Put differently, the principal directly controls the agent's consumption c.
Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) impose the following technical assumptions.
Assumptions [Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) ].
1. The discount factor satisfies β < 1.
2. The set A ⊂ R of effort levels is a closed interval and 0 ∈ A.
3. The consumption set is C = R + .
4. The Bernoulli utility function u : C → R is increasing and concave.
5. The probability function p : A → [0, 1] is increasing, strictly concave, twice differentiable, and satisfies an Inada condition.
Once the agent finds a job, he receives a permanent and constant wage b. The principal has the power to tax an employed agent and so the agent's permanent and constant consumption (see Appendix D for a proof) when employed, c e , may differ from his wage. The agent's resulting discounted utility is w e = u(c e )/(1 − β). The net transfer per period from the principal to the agent is c e − b = u −1 ((1 − β)w e ) − b, which we denote by G(w e ). Intuitively speaking, if the principal promises the agent a continuation utility of w e in the employment state, then she must provide him with consumption c e . The average discounted continuation cost to the principal is then G(w e ) = c e − b. Note that for c e < b the continuation cost is negative and the principal levies a tax on the employed agent.
Finally, we can state the principal's recursive problem when the agent is unemployed.
Suppose the principal needs to offer a contract that guarantees the agent an average discounted utility of w. The principal wants to minimize the cost, C(w), of offering such a contract. Then the principal faces the following cost minimization problem:
We call C the cost function. Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) observe that for w e > w u the agent's objective function is strictly concave in his decision variable a. Therefore, the firstorder conditions for his optimization problem are necessary and sufficient. Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997, p. 424, (15) ) implicitly assume the existence of an interior solution and state the first-order condition as an equation,
Since the probability function p is strictly concave and satisfies an Inada condition, this implicit assumption implies that equation (8) has a unique positive solution whenever w e − w u > 0.
This observation motivates Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) to replace the incentive compatibility constraint in the principal's recursive problem (7) by the first-order condition (8).
However, such a replacement is only valid as long as the optimal solution to the principal's problem satisfies w e > w u . Moreover, the probability function in their calibrated model does not satisfy an Inada condition and so they should impose a positive lower bound on w e − w u ;
see Ljungqvist and Sargent (2000, p. 433) .
Theoretical Properties
Under the assumptions of Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) , the domains of both the principal and the agent are unbounded and, as a result, the dynamic principal-agent problem could be ill-defined. For a sound theoretical and numerical analysis of the model we need to impose somewhat different technical assumptions.
Assumption 2. We impose the following assumptions:
(I) The discount factor satisfies β ∈ (0, 1).
(II) The effort set is A = R + .
(III) The consumption set is C = R + .
(IV) The Bernoulli utility function u : C → R is strictly increasing, strictly concave, twice differentiable, and satisfies u(0) = 0.
(V) The probability function p : A → [0, 1] is increasing, strictly concave, twice differentiable, and satisfies p(0) = 0.
(VI) The wage of an employed agent is non-negative, b ≥ 0.
In addition, we impose two economic assumptions:
(VII) An unemployed agent has the outside option of autarchy.
(VIII) The principal may tax an employed agent but does not provide payments to him.
Conditions (I)-(VII) of Assumption 2 are adapted from Ljungqvist and Sargent (2000) .
The technical conditions (I)-(III) are essentially identical to those of Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) . We impose the three requirements (IV)-(VI), which deviate from those of Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) , because they are satisfied by the functions and parameters of the calibrated economy in Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) . Ljungqvist and Sargent (2000) impose the economic assumption (VII) to obtain a lower bound on the possible continuation values.
Finally, our second economic assumption (VIII) deviates from both Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) and Ljungqvist and Sargent (2000) . Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) allow the principal to make payments to an employed agent. Then, however, the state space may theoretically be unbounded. Ljungqvist and Sargent (2000) assume that the principal cannot tax an employed agent and so the agent just consumes his wage. Their assumption greatly simplifies the analysis since it determines the value of w e .
Condition (VII) of Assumption 2 implies that an agent can achieve a minimal average utility level w aut that solves the following Bellman equation:
with the discounted life-time utility of an employed agent in autarchy being w e,b = u(b)/(1−β)
since he consumes his entire wage b each period. Equation (9) implies 0 ≤ w aut ≤ u(0) + βw e,b < w e,b and so the optimal time-invariant effort level of an agent in autarchy satisfies the first-order condition
The principal must offer the agent a utility of at least w aut at the beginning of the contract, but she has no restrictions during the contract. Once the principal and the agent enter a Recall that any future continuation utilities, including U e , U u , must be elements of W . As a result we obtain the following restriction:
If we evaluate the cost function C at the largest value of its domain-that is to say at wthen it must hold that a = 0. Thus, U u = w and so, since U e ∈ W , we immediately obtain U e ≤ U u , and so with p (a) > 0 the first order conditions (8) of Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) βp (a)(U e − U u ) = 1 cannot hold for w = w.
Proposition 1 shows that the first-order condition (8) of Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) cannot hold on a compact domain. Therefore, the numerical approach of Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) cannot work under Assumption 2 unless we make further simplifying assumptions on endogenous variables as done in Ljungqvist and Sargent (2000) . Here we do not pursue this route and instead apply our method.
Quantitative Analysis
We now solve a slightly modified version of the model specification from Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997, Section III.B) . 10 We examine both the case with and the case without commitment.
To reflect the properties of the probability function in Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) , we
with a ∈ [0, ∞). We slightly alter the utility function so that u(0) = 0 and choose
where σ ∈ N \ {1} and the value 0.5 denotes the agent's home production. The remaining parameters are β = 0.98, b = 1, and r = 1. We adopt σ = 0.5 from Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) and so obtain W = [0, 51.7638]. The first-order condition (10) for autarchy yields principal to convince the agent to enter into the insurance contract, the initial utility promise must be at least w aut . Since the cost function is increasing for w ≥ w aut , it is optimal for the principal to start with a utility promise of w = w aut at a cost of C(w aut ) = −0.516485. Figure 4 depicts the continuation value U u (w) for an unemployed agent and the identity function of the utility promise w. The difference U u (w)−w is nonpositive on the entire domain and strictly negative in its interior. Therefore, an unemployed agent experiences a (weakly) decreasing utility from period to period as long as he remains unemployed. Figure 5 displays the accompanying consumption policy and Figure 6 shows the resulting action of the agent.
Iterating over the function values U u (w) we observe the equilibrium outcomes over time as long as the agent remains unemployed. Starting from w aut his continuation utility decreases.
His consumption over time is strictly decreasing until it hits zero. In fact, after 46 periods of perpetual unemployment his consumption becomes zero and remains so as long as he is unemployed. While the agent's effort level increases over time at first, it eventually decreases steeply and becomes zero at w = w. As a result, w = w is an absorbing state and the agent remains unemployed forever. In the case of employment the agent pays the principal an in- creasing part of his wage in taxes; see Figure 7 . Put differently, the longer the agent has been unemployed when he finally regains employment, the higher is his unemployment tax and the lower is his consumption in the employment state.
Now we consider the case without commitment; the principal must provide at least w aut to the agent in each period and so the state space of continuation utilities shrinks toW = 47.7736, 51.7638] . In this case the cost function is much simpler; see Figure 8 . As a result, we only require 50 Chebyshev nodes to obtain an ∞ error of less than 0.0002.
Unlike in the previous case with commitment, the cost function is strictly monotone on its domain. Not surprisingly, the cost function is minimized at the smallest element ofW -that is, at w = w aut with an optimal value of C(w aut ) = −0.306094. Naturally, the principal offers the agent only the autarchy value as continuation value. As a result, contrary to the other case, all variables are constant over time as long as the agent is unemployed. The continuation utility is constant at w 0 ≡ U u (w aut ) = w aut with the resulting consumption c u (w 0 ) = 0.405530 and effort a(w 0 ) = 0.683007. When the agent becomes employed, his consumption is c e (w 0 ) = 0.973177-that is, he pays an unemployment tax of b − c e (w 0 ) = 0.026823.
We complete the discussion of the model without commitment with some sensitivity analysis. Table 2 reports the equilibrium outcomes as a function of the agent's utility parameter σ. The more risk averse the agent, the lower are the costs for the principal. As we would expect, the one-period ahead consumption volatility is decreasing in σ. For σ ≥ 3, as his risk aversion increases further, the agent is willing to forgo consumption in both states, u and e, for a reduction in volatility. Moreover, then the agent's optimal effort level is increasing. He wants to increase the probability of being employed, which removes all consumption volatility.
Conclusion
The contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we have provided a recursive formulation for discrete time principal-agent problems that allows for a computational treatment. We did this by removing a redundant constraint from the previous description, reworking the original proof in Spear and Srivastava (1987) . Second, we have shown that the Bellman operator for this problem has the contraction mapping property. This property shows the existence of a solution and justifies the use of value function iteration for these kinds of problems. Lastly, we have combined these results with the polynomial reformulation approach to static principalagent problems, see Renner and Schmedders (2015) , to solve for explicit solutions for two prominent social planning models from the economics literature.
The numerical experiments have shown us that small changes in the assumptions of the game can have serious consequences for the economic results. Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) emphasize a monotonically decreasing payoff schedule for their unemployment insurance problem. However, if we assume that the principal has to provide a reservation utility to the agent then the payoff scheme exhibits constant parts. These results show that we need to proceed carefully when dealing with incentive constraints in dynamic environments. Solving these problems without simplifying assumptions is essential if we want to obtain correct and economically meaningful solutions. Our analysis shows that using the sophisticated methods developed in real algebraic geometry can be of great help to economists working on dynamic incentive models. The table reports results for the infinitely repeated full information version of the continuous action model of the social planning problem in Phelan and Townsend (1991) . The table shows the principal's value function V and the optimal values for the action a and the compensation (consumption) c for the full information economy for β = 0.8 (at 8 Chebyshev nodes) using the agent's exact utility function (instead of the polynomial approximation).
(1991, Section IV), the value function is strictly decreasing in the utility promise w to the agent. Figure 9 shows the graph of the value function V both for β = 0.8 and for β = 0.95.
For β = 0.95, the optimal values for a and c are identical to those for β = 0.8, and the values of w and V are simply four times the corresponding values for β = 0.8. 
C Barycentric Lagrange Interpolation
This form of interpolation is ideal for the one-dimensional case. It allows a numerically stable and efficient approximation of functions with thousands of interpolation nodes. We only look at a special case of this approximation method, which uses Chebyshev nodes. We also restrict ourselves without loss of generality to the case of approximating a function on [−1, 1]. The details can be found in Berrut and Trefethen (2004) .
We use the Chebyshev nodes x j of the second kind, which are defined as x j = cos jπ n , j = 0, . . . , n.
These are the extreme points of the degree-n Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind. In particular these contain the two boundary points −1, 1. Also note that unlike the nodes of the first kind, these points allow us to reuse data from a coarser approximation, if the approximation order is chosen accordingly.
Given the function values f j we get the following interpolation formula for the interpolant p.
p(x) = It is also easy to see that the formula is invariant under a linear transformation. In particular it is independent of the interval being used.
To make the computation go smoothly the only thing needed is to check whether x is equal to one of the nodes. Then the formula is numerically stable and efficient; an evaluation costs O(n) operations. For the details see the references in Berrut and Trefethen (2004) .
D Additional Proof for Section 4.1
In this section we want to compute the terminal value function for the state of employment in the model by Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) . We do this to help the reader understand where the description of the function is coming from.
Employment is an absorbing state. Here, however, the principal is allowed to extract taxes from the agent. Her value function in the case of employment is If u is twice continuously differentiable and strictly concave, then we know that the inverse is strictly convex. We claim that the following value function solves the above equation:
It is clear that for this function the right-hand side is convex. So the critical point can be determined by solving
(1 − β) (u −1 ) w − βU 1 − β − β 1 − β + β(u −1 ) (U ) = 0.
The derivative is strictly increasing and so the unique solution to this equation is w. In particular the constraints are not active here. Plugging this back into the Bellman equation we see that it solves the problem.
